Cytopath: Simulation based inference of differentiation trajectories from RNA velocity fields
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ABSTRACT

Unsupervised trajectory inference from single cell RNA sequencing data bears the potential to systematically reconstruct complex differentiation processes but remains challenging notwithstanding the many available solutions. In general, trajectory and pseudotime inference methods have so far suffered from the ambiguity of the static single-cell transcriptome snapshots lacking a measure of directionality of transcriptional activity. We report Cytopath, a method for trajectory inference that takes advantage of transcriptional activity information from RNA velocity of single cells to perform trajectory inference. Cytopath performs this task by defining a Markov chain model, simulation of an ensemble of possible differentiation trajectories and subsequent statistical analysis to extract the topological and molecular characteristics of the studied differentiation process. We demonstrate the capability of Cytopath to reconstruct differentiation trajectories with varying bifurcated and circular topology studied in single-snapshot as well as time-series single-cell RNA sequencing experiments. Comparison to state-of-the-art trajectory inference approaches demonstrate superior and enabling capability to reconstruct the considered differentiation trajectories. Trajectory inference constitutes a frequent step in interpreting single-cell RNA sequencing studies. We expect Cytopath to enable researchers to tap the directionality information present in single-cell RNA sequencing data to achieve trajectory inference for possibly complex lineages at an unprecedented precision and resolution.
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1 Introduction

Biological processes such as neuronal cell type differentiation [Manno et al., 2018], pancreatic endocrinogenesis [Byrnes et al., 2018] and immune response to viral infection [Cerletti et al., 2020] are defined by a temporal sequence of coordinated phenotypic state changes in the context of, possibly heterogeneous, cell populations. Such phenotypic states can be characterized by e.g. epigenetic, transcriptional and proteomic cell profiles. Furthermore, biological processes are often asynchronously triggered and might give rise to bi- and multifurcated state sequences.

This situation requires single-cell approaches to measure and ultimately investigate these biological processes. The repertoire of suitable technologies to monitor different types of molecular profiles has increased dramatically over the last years. In particular single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq) has gained in widespread use due to the broad applicability of sequencing technology. While these measurements are information rich, their analysis and interpretation is challenged by high-dimensionality, measurement noise and destructive nature only yielding snapshots of the whole process.

Different computational approaches have been proposed to reconstruct cell state sequences of biological processes from scRNAseq data. This reconstruction involves a computational inference step, also known as pseudotime ordering [Tritschler et al., 2019]. This procedure aims at ordering the measured molecular profiles consistent with the state sequence of the underlying process and is typically guided by the assumption that phenotypic similarity reflects temporal proximity and therefore utilize similarity of gene expression profiles to estimate adjacency in a graph of cell state transitions. Various statistical approaches have been developed to address this task with varying amount of success depending on the size and topology of the data. The interpretation of pseudotime ordering for branched processes is particularly challenging and requires an additional trajectory inference step. A comprehensive review by [Saelens et al., 2019] on
the performance of various methods on multiple topologies suggests, Slingshot [Street et al., 2018] has the best general performance on datasets with multiple branching lineages, and Monocle3 [Trapnell et al., 2014], as a popular runner-up for pseudotime inference that does not produce explicit trajectories per lineage.

Static expression profiles are ambiguous with respect to the directionality of potential cell state transitions. This ambiguity constitutes a major limitation of pseudotime ordering and trajectory inference, and specifically precludes data driven assignment of start and endpoints without previous knowledge about the process and the detection of cell state transitions marked by large deviations in expression patterns. Recently, it became possible to estimate transcriptional activity from scRNAseq data via RNA velocity analysis [Manno et al., 2018] consequently allowing to infer likely transitions between different cell states in a data-driven fashion, ultimately opening the possibility to mitigate the limitations of afore reconstruction approaches.

So far trajectory inference approaches lack the incorporation of such directionality information to estimate pseudotime or construct trajectories. In this work we aim at closing this gap by proposing Cytopath, a simulation based trajectory inference approach that accounts for RNA velocity. We show that Cytopath achieves accurate and robust cell state trajectories of known biological process with linear, circular and bifurcated topologies in datasets and is superior to state-of-the art trajectory inference approaches.

2 Results

In this section we present the core features and mechanisms of Cytopath. Trajectory inference is performed on three scRNA seq. datasets presenting three different scenarios. We show that Cytopath successfully recovers known biological processes in the datasets with high accuracy. Furthermore we compare the performance of Cytopath to widely used trajectory inference tools, Slingshot and Monocle3. We demonstrate that the shortcomings of these tools which do not include RNA velocity information are successfully addressed by Cytopath.

Simulation based trajectory inference with Cytopath

Trajectory inference with Cytopath follows the RNA velocity analysis of a scRNA seq dataset, and is specifically based on the resulting cell-to-cell transition probability matrix. The objective of trajectory inference with Cytopath is to estimate trajectories from root to terminal cell states, defining the start and end points of the studied differentiation process respectively. Root and terminal states can either be derived from a Markov random-walk model utilizing the transition probability matrix itself, as described in [Manno et al., 2018] or can be supplied by the user based on suitable prior knowledge.

The trajectory inference process is divided into four steps [Figure 1]. In the first step, Markov sampling of consecutive cell state transitions is performed based on the probabilities of the transition matrix, resulting in an ensemble of simulated cell state sequences. Sampling is initialized at the predefined root states. Sampling is performed for a fixed number of steps until a sufficient number of unique cell state sequences reaching the terminal states have been generated [Figure 1B-C].

The generated cell state sequences are individual simulations of the biological process from the root to the terminal state. Due to the stochastic nature of the sampling process, the cell state sequences cannot be considered as aligned with respect to the cell states at each transition step. Consequently, in the second step, simulations that terminate at a common terminal state are aligned using Dynamic Time Warping. The procedure aligns simulations to a common differentiation coordinate such that cell states from any simulation at a particular differentiation coordinate (pseudotime) represent similar cell states [Figure 1C-D].

In the third step, consensus states across the steps of the aligned simulations are estimated, giving rise to the reported trajectory. Cell states at every step of the ensemble of aligned simulations are averaged and the average value is considered as the consensus state of the trajectory at the particular step. Alternatively, trajectories can be anchored to observed cell states in the data by choosing the cell state closest to the aforementioned average value.

In the final step, cell groups are assigned to each step of the inferred trajectory. Assignment is based on an alignment score evaluating for each cell both similarity of its static as well as the velocity profile with those of the consensus states. The score is used to measure the trajectory position as well as the relative association of a cell state to possibly multiple branches of a differentiation processes with complex topology.
Reconstruction of neuronal differentiation in the developing mouse hippocampus

We assessed the capability to reconstruct developmental processes with multiple branching. To this end, we applied Cytopath, Monocle3 and Slingshot to the developing mouse hippocampus dataset, which was first used to demonstrate RNA velocity of single cells. This dataset is composed of 18,140 cells. RNA velocity was used to identify the root and terminal regions [Manno et al., 2018].

Data from the original publication including t-SNE projection, RNA velocity and transition probability matrix were utilized to for trajectory inference with Cytopath. Spearman correlation of inferred trajectory orderings with the cell type identities and their ordering reported in the initial study [Figure 2A] were used for trajectory inference performance assessment [Figure 2B]. We also supply the known root and terminal states as supervision to Slingshot and Monocle3 (root states only). The dataset comprises five terminal regions and a common root state. The topology of the data is multifurcating with development branches arising directly from the root state, namely Astrocytes and Oligodendrocyte precursors (OPC), but also as branches from intermediate states, namely Neuroblast and Cajal-Retzius differentiation.

Trajectories and pseudotime estimated by each trajectory inference method are shown in Figure 2C-E. Cytopath estimates the correct number of trajectories to each terminal state while Slingshot produces a spurious trajectory despite having the terminal states as supervision. Monocle3 produces two parallel trajectories within the Granulocyte branch, wrongly dividing into smaller parts. Monocle3 further fails to produce a connected trajectory, producing a disjoint graph and therefore unable to estimate pseudotime for a large portion of the dataset.

The trajectory inference procedure was performed ten times for each method. Spearman correlation between the pseudotime estimated by each method and the true lineage ordering of cell identities shown indicates that pseudotime estimated by Cytopath outperforms other methods in terms of recovering the expected ordering of cells for OPC. The correlation distribution for Cytopath per lineage has much lower variance compared to Slingshot and Monocle3 [Figure 2B].
Figure 2: **Reconstruction of neuronal differentiation in the developing mouse hippocampus.** (A) t-SNE projection of the dentate gyrus scRNAseq dataset annotated with stages of neuronal differentiation. (B) Spearman correlation of pseudotime values assigned by each method to the known ordering of cell types per trajectory. (C-E) Trajectories inferred and mean pseudotime per cell by Cytopath (C), Slingshot (D) Monocle3 (E).

---

**Reconstruction of interlaced cell cycling and bifurcated differentiation in pancreatic endocrinogenesis**

We further assessed trajectory inference performance for processes with multiple interlaced non-trivial topologies. To this end we considered a dataset studying pancreatic endocrinogenesis with lineages to four terminal states, alpha, beta, gamma and delta cells and dominant cell cycling at the onset of differentiation. [Byrnes et al., 2018]. Preprocessing, RNA velocity and the transition probability matrix estimation were performed with scvelo [Bergen et al., 2020]. Biological cell type annotation from [Byrnes et al., 2018] was used to provide root and terminal state supervision to Cytopath [Figure 3A]. Trajectories estimated by cytopath to each terminal state capture the expected differentiation events of endocrinogenesis [Figure 3B], [Byrnes et al., 2018].

Cell cycle scoring of cells in the root region revealed clearly distinct cell cycle states [Figure 3C]. The structure of the mean trajectory estimated by the baseline approaches in the root region of this dataset does not adhere to the cyclic structure of the cell cycle stages [3D-F]. In contrast, the trajectory inferred by cytopath from the ensemble of XY simulations recapitulates the circular structure of the cell cycle. We further assessed the frequency of cell cycle phase as a function of the transition step of individual simulations comprising the final trajectory [Figure 3G]. Spearman correlation of cell cycle phase with the transition steps of each simulation indicate faithful recapitulation of the cell cycle stages at the single-simulation level [Figure 3H].

The simulation based approach of Cytopath ensures that even in the absence of explicit supervision, cyclic transcriptional patterns are faithfully reconstructed. In contrast, due to the absence of RNA velocity information, the designated root states appear to be isotropic for conventional trajectory inference approaches like Slingshot and Monocle3 and therefore are unable to capture structured transcriptional heterogeneity within this region.

In Figure S2 we show the trajectory estimation with respect to the full pancreatic endocrinogenesis process. Slingshot and Monocle3 produce spurious or to few trajectories respectively.
Figure 3: **Reconstruction of interlaced cell cycling and bifurcated differentiation in pancreatic endocrinogenesis.** (A) UMAP projection of pancreas scRNAseq data annotated with stages of differentiation. (B) Trajectories inferred by Cytopath and mean pseudotime per cell. (C) Estimated cell cycle phase assignment. (D-F) Cell cycle phase annotation and mean trajectory in the root region by Cytopath (D), Slingshot (E) and Monocle3 (F). (G) Cell cycle phase as a function of transition step of individual Cytopath simulations. (H) Spearman correlation of cell cycle phase with transition step of individual Cytopath simulations

**Reconstruction of bifurcating development of CD8+ T cells from scRNA seq time series**

We assessed the performance of Cytopath on a scRNAseq time-series dataset from CD8 T cell development in chronic LCMV infection [Cerletti et al., 2020]. In this infection model system T cells differentiate from early activated cells into *exhausted* and *memory-like cells* over a period of three weeks. Samples were collected at eight experimental time points after infection with LCMV and pooled to achieve four samples for sequencing, ultimately covering all stages of the process [Figure 4A]. Although these samples are heterogeneous snapshots of a spectrum of differentiation states at a particular time point they provide an approximate development coordinate. Starting from a population of cells at an early activated state, differentiation leads into the two distinct terminal states five days after LCMV infection. This differentiation is characterized by strong transcriptional changes and expression of different surface markers.

We identified the root and end points of the process computing the equilibrium of the Markov process as in [Manno et al., 2018] [Figure 4B-C]. The endpoints were validated by expression levels of known marker genes [Cerletti et al., 2020]. The *exhausted* endpoint showed high expression in co-inhibitory markers like CD39 (*Entpd1*), CD160 (*Cd160*) and PD-1 (*Pdcd1*). The *memory-like* endpoint had high expression of TCF1 (*Tcf7*) and IL-7R (*Il7r*). Applying Cytopath to our data resulted in two trajectories leading from a shared starting region to the two expected endpoints. The two trajectories strongly overlap in the beginning of the process but then sharply diverge at a branching point [Figure 4D].
Figure 4: Reconstruction of bifurcating development of CD8+ T cells from scRNA-seq time series. (A) Ordering of samples with respect to time of LCMV inoculation. (B-C) Probability estimated based on RNA velocity of the cell being (B) a root state (C) a terminal state. (D-F) Trajectories inferred and mean pseudotime per cell by Cytopath (D), Slingshot (E), Monocle3 (F). (G) Correlation of pseudotime estimated by each method with marker relevant to the Memory-like CD8+ T cell differentiation. (H) Correlation of pseudotime estimated by each method with marker relevant to the Exhausted CD8+ T cell differentiation.

Comparing the pseudotime estimates from Cytopath with the discrete experimental time labels from the samples showed high agreement of the two [Figure 5B]. The experimental time labels, corresponding roughly to the developmental coordinate, were ordered correctly and with very little overlap between the time-points. Despite the non-trivial structure of the UMAP projection, cells are ordered correctly. Although the development speed is occasionally abrupt the relative ordering is respected with the two endpoints having the highest pseudotime. This illustrates that the average trajectory produced by Cytopath respect the experimental time ordering of the cells [Figure 5D]. Slingshot found a trajectory towards the exhausted endpoint but did not infer a trajectory towards the memory-like endpoint [Figure 5E]. Instead, two spurious trajectory are generated ending prematurely. Monocle reconstructs the global structure of the data, but includes additional loops and branches within the exhaustion branch [Figure 5F]. Just like in Slingshot, pseudotime of the exhaustion branch is matching expectations, but the memory-like cell ordering does not recapture experimental time ordering.
Figure 5: **Cytopath trajectories identify exhaustion branch specific gene dynamics.** (A) Biological identity of terminal states and trajectories inferred by Cytopath. (B) Fraction of cells from each experimental sample in each pseudotime decile. (C) Normalized expression of key marker genes in each pseudotime decile.

Further, we assessed the correlation of pseudotime estimates with canonical gene expression markers of each the memory-like (Slamf6, Tcf7, Il7r) and exhaustion branch (Ccl5, Cxcr8) [Figure 4G-H]. We observe that Cytopath achieves competitive to superior absolute performance and significantly lower variance according to this measure.

We further tested the validity of the average trajectories of Cytopath by the expression profiles of known lineage marker genes in the differentiation process. The chemokine receptor CXCR6 has been shown to mark exhausted T cells in chronic LCMV infection [Sandu et al., 2020]. The average expression of Cxcr6 increases in the trajectory towards the exhausted cluster right before the divergence of the two branches [Figure 5C], indicating that the paths are indeed governed by the exhaustion process. Conversely T cell Factor 1 (TCF1) and the expression of its gene Tcf7 is an established marker of memory-like cells [Utzschneider et al., 2016]. Expression of this gene was increased in memory-like cells just after the cells started to diverge after the bifurcation point. Towards the memory-like endpoint at late time-points, Tcf7 expression is exclusive to the memory-like population. An additional observation is the high expression of Gzmb early both branches that drops off towards later timepoints [Figure 5C]. The expression of Gzmb is a shared feature of both branches and known to decrease in both branches as the infection progresses and expression is low towards late timepoints [Wherry et al., 2007].

In summary, we were able to reconstruct biologically relevant differentiation trajectories from a long-term time series dataset, in a more accurate and reproducible manner than baseline approaches not taking into account velocity information. We identified correct differentiation branches of CD8 T cells in chronic infection, demonstrated by correct ordering of the experimental time labels and expression levels of branch specific gene expression markers.
3 Discussion

Trajectory inference is a challenging task since scRNA seq data is noisy and until recently has been evaluated to achieve only static expression profile snapshots. Trajectory inference tools typically operate in low dimensional embeddings of scRNAseq data. Trajectory inference in lower dimensional spaces, especially two dimensional projections such as UMAP and t-SNE is particularly challenging for multifurcating datasets. Inclusion of directional transcriptional activity estimates from RNA velocity analyses is expected to achieve more precise and sensitive trajectory inference. With cytopath we present an approach that takes advantage of this information and we demonstrate superior capability to reconstruct complex differentiation hierarchies from scRNAseq data.

Transitions between cells are inferred on the basis of the high dimensional expression and velocity profiles. Since Cytopath is based upon transitions that use the full expression and velocity profiles of cells, it is less prone to projection artifacts distorting expression profile similarity. In addition, this approach specifically considers likely and discards unlikely transitions, and thereby is able to identify for instance cyclic trajectories in an apparently diffusely populated and isotropic region of expression space. Furthermore, these hidden transcriptional patterns are made apparent by its simulation based approach. RNA velocity based pseudotime and cell fate estimation based on analytical analysis of Markov chain properties, performed by scvelo and CellRank [Lange et al., 2020] do not readily present the user this information even if the pseudotemporal ordering estimated by these tools captures these patterns.

These properties render Cytopath an adequate tool to study complex differentiation processes such as the development of CD8 T cells in chronic infections. For this system several phenotypic populations and characteristic markers had been described before, but the connecting differentiation trajectories of those populations are a subject of ongoing research [Chen et al., 2019; Zander et al., 2019; Yao et al., 2019; Raju et al., 2020]. These studies provide evidence for branching in the development process, and only recently in conjunction with simulation based trajectory inference it was possible to resolve this event in more detail [Cerletti et al., 2020]. In addition to trajectory inference, Cytopath also returns the underlying simulations. Each simulation can be interpreted as a realisation of the biological process. Future work could expand on learning mechanistic differentiation models from these simulations.

In summary we expect simulation based trajectory inference approaches like Cytopath to enable sufficiently precise and unambiguous trajectory inference to achieve testable hypotheses to identify drivers and derive mathematical models of complex differentiation processes.

4 Methods

Trajectory inference with Cytopath

Cell clustering. Grouping of cell states reflecting biological similarity can be provided as input to Cytopath. By default Cytopath will perform clustering of cells using louvain.

Simulations. Simulations are initialized at random cell states selected uniformly within the defined root state cluster and consist of a fixed number of cell to cell transitions. At each step, a single transition from the current cell state is realised based on the cell to cell transition probability matrix \( P \). The cell state \( c_{ij} \) at step \( i \) of simulation \( j \) is selected randomly according to \( P \) from the from the \( k \) nearest neighbors of \( c_{(i-1)j} \).

Trajectory inference. Simulations that terminate within defined terminal state clusters are considered for trajectory inference. Simulations are generated until a predefined number of unique simulations have been returned. Simulations are aligned using the fastdtw python package to achieve a trajectory. [Salvador and Chan, 2007] The median value of the expression profile of cells at each step of the aligned simulations is the coordinate of the trajectory at that step. By default a single trajectory is estimated for each root and terminal cluster pair.

Identification of compositional clusters. Trajectories are decomposed in compositional clusters from the set of clusters provided in the step cell clustering. For each step \( i \) of the trajectory a fixed size set \( M_i \) of neighboring cells are recovered using K-dimensional tree search. Cell clusters with cell representation larger than a threshold frequency of \( \nu \) for at least one \( M_i \) are considered a compositional cluster of the trajectory.

Alignment score. Alignment score of a cell with neighbors \( K \) to step \( i \) is the maximum of two scores. The score with respect to the trajectory segment from \( i-1 \) to \( i \), \( \xi_i \), is calculated as follows,

\[
\xi_i = \frac{1}{K} \sum_k \cos(\eta_k) \cdot \exp(\gamma_k)
\]

where \( \eta \) is the cosine angle between the section of the trajectory and all possible transition partners \( k \) of the cell. \( \gamma \) is the cosine similarity between the velocity vector of the cell with the distance vector between the cell and it’s neighbors.
The score with respect to the trajectory segment from \(i\) to \(i+1\), \(\tau_i\) is calculated similarly,

\[
\tau_i = \frac{1}{K} \sum_k \cos(\eta^i_k) \cdot \exp(\gamma_k)
\]  

(2)

The alignment score of the cell with respect to step \(i\), \(d_i\) is

\[
d_i = \max(\xi_i, \tau_i)
\]  

(3)

**Pseudotime estimation.** For each trajectory cells that have an alignment score greater than zero and also belong to a compositional cluster of the trajectory are assigned a pseudotime value with respect to the trajectory. Since a cell can align to multiple steps within a trajectory, the mean step value of a cell with respect to the trajectory is set to its pseudotime value.

**Datasets**

**Dendate Gyrus.** The dataset was obtained and processed using the following notebook (https://github.com/velocyto-team/velocyto-notebooks/blob/master/python/DentateGyrus.ipynb) [Manno et al., 2018]. Biological cell type annotation and RNA velocity derived root states were used to supervise trajectory inference for Cytopath, Slingshot and Monocle3 (root states only). Inference was performed in the original T-SNE projection using default parameters for Slingshot and Monocle3. For Cytopath, in addition to the projection the original RNA velocity field was used to infer cell to cell transitions.

**Pancreatic endocrinogenesis.** The data was downloaded and processed using scvelo. RNA velocity was estimated using the deterministic model. Genes with less than ten combined spliced and unspliced counts were discarded. Expression was normalized by total count per cell. First fifty PCA components were used to perform the louvain clustering. Biological cell type annotation was used to supervise trajectory inference for all methods. Inference was performed in the original UMAP projection using default parameters for Slingshot and Monocle3. Cell cycle scoring was performed using scanpy.

**CD8 development.** Transgenic P14 CD8 T cells were sampled longitudinally during chronic infection with LCMV Clone-13 infection. The samples were acquired from four phases of the infection, namely activation (day 1-4), effector (day 7), early exhaustion (day 14) and late exhaustion (d21) and scRNAseq was performed using the 10x Genomics platform.

Read counts were realigned and sorted for spliced and unspliced counts using the analysis pipeline from velocyto [Manno et al., 2018]. Contaminating other cell types were removed from the dataset based on outliers in diffusion components. [Cerletti et al., 2020] RNA velocity was estimated using the deterministic model. Genes with less than ten combined spliced and unspliced counts were discarded. Expression was normalized by total count per cell. First fifty PCA components were used to perform the louvain clustering.

**Comparison of trajectory inference approaches**

Cluster containing cells with greater than 0.95 probability of being root states were designated as the root state in all datasets. Terminal states were defined as described in the original publications.

Spearman correlation of the pseudotime values generated by each method with the cell type cluster ordering for each biological lineage was used to compare the performance of the three methods. Kendall’s tau was used to assess the correlation of marker expression with the estimated pseudotime.

Cytopath has been implemented as a python package and can be found at the following GitHub repository (https://github.com/aron0093/cytopath).
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Supplementary Figures

Figure S1: comparison of algorithms for pancreatic dataset

Figure S2: Correlation of experimental time ordering with average pseudotime estimated by Cytopath, Slingshot and Monocle3 in ten independent runs.